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Abstract
Background: As the gold standard for clinical osteoporosis diagnosis, bone mineral density has significant limitations in bone strength assessment and
fracture risk prediction. The purpose of this study is to explore a new osteoporotic bone quality evaluation criteria from both diagnosis site selection and bone
strength prediction.
Methods: Ovariectomized rats with different intensity swimming therapy were investigated in this study. The lumbar vertebrae and femurs of all the rats were
scanned by synchrotron radiation computed tomography. Bone microstructure analysis and finite element analysis were combined to obtain bone
microstructure parameters and estimated bone strength. And the sensitivity of different skeletal sites to therapy was explored. An elastic network regression
model was established to predict bone strength by integrating additional bone microstructure characteristics besides bone mass.
Results: Histomorphometry analysis showed that swimming therapy could reduce the risk of osteoporosis of lumbar vertebrae and femur and suggested that
the femur might be a more suitable site for osteoporosis diagnosis and efficacy evaluation than the lumbar vertebrae. The average coefficient of
determination and average root mean squared error of our predictive model were 0.774 and 0.110. Bland-Altman analysis showed that our model could be a
good alternative to the finite element method.
Conclusions: The present study developed a machine learning model for prediction of bone strength of osteoporosis model based on synchrotron x-ray
imaging and demonstrated that different skeletal sites had different sensitivity to therapy, which is of great significance for the early diagnosis of
osteoporosis, the prevention of fractures and the monitoring of therapy.

Background
Osteoporosis is a chronic bone disease characterized by decreased bone strength and increased fracture risk [1]. Osteoporotic fracture is the main threat of
osteoporosis to human health. According to the survey of the International Osteoporosis Foundation, over the world, one-third of women and one-fifth of men
over the age of 50 have suffered from osteoporotic fractures, which endangers lives and brings heavy economic burden to individual families and society [2,
3]. In fact, the high incidence rate of osteoporosis has not been effectively curbed, and there is even an increasing incidence rate within the younger population
due to the growing trend of social aging [4].
Fortunately, once osteoporosis can be diagnosed at an early stage, it can be therapized. Therefore, the diagnosis of osteoporosis is the key to the prevention of
osteoporotic fractures. Currently, bone mineral density (BMD) is considered as the gold standard for osteoporosis diagnosis. Once diagnosed, medication, diet,
exercise and other therapies can be implemented to prevent exacerbation or alleviate it. However, BMD based criteria have significant limitations in the
diagnosis of osteoporosis, fracture risk prediction and efficacy evaluation [5–7]. BMD lacks accuracy in predicting fracture risk and in fact more than half of
the high-risk population has not been properly diagnosed or treated [8–10]. The failure to start therapy at an early stage leads to significant treatment gaps
and unavoidable number of fractures. Therefore, it is critical to improve the existing diagnostic methods to better evaluate bone strength, predict fracture risk,
and improve the ability to monitor treatment intervention response.
Bone strength describes the ability of bone to resist external forces without fracture, and more and more studies have taken bone strength as the evaluation
standard for the diagnosis and treatment of osteoporosis Bone strength depends not only on bone mass, but also on bone quality. With the development of
imaging technology, the study of bone quality has attracted more and more attention [11, 12]. Bone strength assessment and fracture risk prediction based on
BMD will cause some patients with high fracture risk to be misdiagnosed. The reason is that the BMD analysis does not consider the degeneration of bone
microstructure, which is closely related to the high risk of fractures [13, 14]. Bone microstructure imaging can accurately reflect the changes of bone
microstructure at an early stage, which is both helpful for the investigation of the microstructure mechanism of osteoporosis and the subsequent evaluation
of the efficacy of interventional therapy. In recent years, many scholars have studied the relationship between bone microstructure parameters and bone
strength to obtain bone microstructure indicators that are most relevant to fracture risk [15–17]. However, these results were often contradictory to each other,
which might be related to the different samples, measurement sites and experimental methods adopted. And some studies have found that the rate and
degree of bone loss in different bone parts are different [18, 19].
Biomechanics experiment is one of the most commonly used methods to study bone strength, but mechanical tests are destructive, and the available
experimental results are scarce. In addition to mechanical testing, finite element method is an effective method to study the biomechanical properties of
bones. In recent years, it has shown great promise in non-invasive evaluations of biomechanical parameters related to osteoporosis [20–22]. Previous studies
had shown that the predicted failure load derived from the finite element analysis (FEA) are highly correlated with actual mechanical fracture tests. However,
FEA also has its limitations on its high demand for computing hardware and software resources. Additionally, the modeling and analysis process is complex
and time-consuming, which also limits its clinical applications [23].
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to improve the existing diagnostic methods for osteoporosis from two aspects: the selection of the measurement sites
and the evaluation of the bone strength. By quantitatively comparing the changes of bone microstructure before and after therapy at different measurement
sites, we found that the sensitivity of different sites to therapy was different, and the femur (especially the distal femur) might be the more suitable site for the
diagnosis and efficacy evaluation. In addition, we propose a bone strength prediction model based on machine learning
to learn the relationship between microstructure characteristics of trabecular bone and stiffness calculated using finite element model, which can be used as
an alternative to the finite element method. Our research has laid the foundation for further exploring new bone quality evaluation standards for osteoporosis.

Results
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Synchrotron radiation imaging
The reconstruction images from different sites of the same rat in the sham group were shown in Fig. 1. Compared with conventional CT, the synchrotron
radiation images had higher resolution and more details. There were obvious differences in the bone microstructure of different sites.
Fig. 2 showed the reconstructed images of the femoral head of rats in each group. For the same site, compared with the reconstruction images of rats treated
with different intensities of swimming, the cancellous bone in the sham group was the most compact, the number of trabeculae was the largest, and the
spacing between trabeculae was the smallest. Compared with the sham group, rats in the control group had obvious bone loss, which was characterized by
less number of trabeculae and large bone spacing. After the swimming exercise treatment, the bone microstructure of each exercise group was improved, the
number of trabeculae was larger, and the bone spacing was smaller compared with the control group. However, it was difficult to judge the difference between
the exercise groups simply based on images. Therefore, further quantitative analysis of bone microstructure was necessary.
Bone microstructure analysis
To quantitatively compare the therapeutic effects of different swimming intensities on osteoporosis and the response of different sites to treatment, we
calculated the bone microstructure parameters of each group and showed them in Table 1. Regardless of being femoral head, lumbar vertebrae or distal
femur, when compared with the sham group, the bone volume fraction (BV/TV), bone surface area to tissue volume ratio (BS/TV), trabecular number (Tb.N)
and other parameters which could reflect bone mass were significantly decreased. On the contrary, trabecular separation (Tb.Sp), structural model index (SMI)
and other parameters which could reflect the trabecular bone structure and the degree of osteoporosis were significantly increased, indicating that the
osteoporosis rat models established in this study was successful.
Compared with the control group, the bone mass of each exercise group was increased and the bone microstructure was improved, which could be seen from
the increase of BV/TV, BS/TV, Tb.N and the decrease of Tb.Sp and SMI. These results indicated that swimming exercise had a certain therapeutic effect on
osteoporosis. Additionally, different intensity of swimming exercises have different therapeutic effects.
Compared with the femoral head, lumbar vertebrae and distal femur, we found that although the data of different sites showed that the bone microstructure of
rats after ovariectomy was degenerated, swimming exercise could improve the bone microstructure. Among the exercise groups, the treatment effect of
moderate-intensity exercise group (MIE group) was the best, with the largest BV/TV, BS/TV and Tb.N and the smallest Tb.Sp and SMI, but the range of
changes in different sites was different, that is, the degree of osteoporosis in different sites after ovariectomy was different, and the degree of response to
treatment was also different.
A one-way ANOVA was performed on the data of each group, and the bone microstructural parameters with significant differences between the groups were
retained. The percentage changes of the structural parameters of the femur, distal femur and lumbar vertebrae before and after ovariectomy were compared,
as shown in Fig. 3. Except for the structural parameter SMI, which had the largest change in the femoral head, the variation range of bone microstructure
parameters in the distal femur was the largest, and the variation range of femoral head was similar to that
of the lumbar vertebrae and slightly higher than that of the lumbar vertebrae. It showed that after ovariectomy, the bone microstructure degeneration of femur
(especially the distal femur) was more obvious, and the degree of osteoporosis was higher. Choosing the femur as the diagnostic site could reflect the
degeneration of bone microstructure earlier and improv the sensitivity of osteoporosis diagnosis.
For the femoral head, compared with the control group, the BV/TV and BS/TV were significantly increased in all exercise groups, but only in the MIE group they
showed a slight but statistically significant increase; the Tb.N was increased in all exercise groups, but only in the MIE and high-intensity exercise group (HIE
groups), it was statistically different from that of the control group; the Tb.Sp was decreased in each exercise group, but only in the MIE group it reached a
statistically significant level; Similarly, the SMI showed a decreasing trend in the exercise groups, but it was only statistically significant in the MIE group and
the HIE group. Overall, the difference between the MIE group and the control group was the largest, indicating that moderate intensity swimming exercise had
the most significant effect on bone mass improvement, and the best therapeutic effect on osteoporosis.
In summary, morphological characteristics can reflect the changes of bone microstructure to some certain extent, but careful selection of certain index or site
will improve the accuracy of diagnosis and efficacy evaluation of osteoporosis. The change of femur was more sensitive, suggesting that the femur
(especially the distal femur) might be more suitable for the diagnosis and efficacy evaluation of osteoporosis than lumbar vertebrae. Therefore, it is necessary
and meaningful to select the appropriate site and introduce more bone microstructure features besides bone mass to evaluate bone strength.

Correlation between bone microstructure and bone strength
The diagnostic significance of osteoporosis is to predict the risk of fracture. We are more concerned about the ability of bone not to fracture under external
force, that is, the strength of the bone. Combined with bone microstructure imaging and histomorphological analysis, the structural information of bone can
be obtained quantitatively, which is helpful for early identification and detection of bone microstructure degradation. However, how bone microstructure
affects bone strength and the relationship between bone microstructure and mechanical properties still need further study.
Pearson correlation coefficient (R) was used for univariate regression analysis to explore the correlation between bone mineral density, trabecular structure
parameters and bone strength. The linear regression model between bone microstructure parameters and failure load was shown in Fig. 5. From the results,
there was a significant correlation between the parameters and the failure load (P < 0.05). The failure load was positively correlated with trabecular bone
density (Tb.vBMD), BV/TV, BS/TV and Tb. N, and negatively correlated with Tb.Sp and SMI. That is, the higher bone
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density, the larger BV/TV, the larger BS/BV, the larger Tb.N, the smaller Tb.Sp and the smaller SMI, the fracture resistance ability of the bone would be greater
and less prone to fracture.
The parameters closely related to failure load were BV/TV and SMI (| R | = 0.81, 0.82, Fig. 5 (b), (f) ). In contrast, Tb. vBMD showed only a moderate linear
correlation with bone strength (| R | = 0.73, Fig. 5 (a) ). In addition, BS/TV, Tb. N and Tb. Sp were moderately correlated with bone strength (| R | = 0.62, 0.75,
0.7, Fig. 5 (c), (d), (e) ).
Bone strength prediction model
The FEM analysis can obtain the mechanical characteristics of bone noninvasively, but the complicated process of modeling and analysis limit its clinical
application.
The above research showed that bone microstructure was a more important parameter than BMD in the assessment of bone strength. Bone microstructure
imaging could detect the changes of fine spatial structure of bone earlier and more accurately. Therefore, we proposed a machine learning model for
calculating the strength of trabecular bone, which predicted bone strength by fusing more bone microstructure parameters than bone mass, hoping to be an
alternative to the FEM.
Elastic net regression includes L1 regularization and L2 regularization, which not only has the sparsity of lasso regression, but also has the regularization
ability of ridge regression, and can deal with groups of highly correlated variables more effectively. In this study, through 5-fold nested cross-validation, the
average coefficient of determination (R2) and average root mean square error (RMSE) between the predicted value of the model and the calculated value of the
finite element method were 0.774 and 0.110. Figure 7 showed the correlation between each bone microstructure parameter and the predicted bone strength.
The best predictive model integrated 5 features of BV/TV, BS/BV, Tb.Sp, Tb.N and SMI, and was superior to the results of using any single variable to predict
bone strength. The comparison of the results of each model was shown in Table 2. Figure 8 depicted the scatter plot of the model's results on the test set.
Figure 9 further compared the consistency of the two bone strength assessment methods of FEM analysis and predictive model by Bland-Altman diagram.
The mean ± variance between the bone strength calculated based on EFA and the model prediction was 0 ± 0.23, which indicated that there was no significant
statistical difference between the two methods,
and there was no systematic bias. The method of predicting bone strength through the predictive model can be a good alternative to the FEM.

Discussion
Osteoporosis is a common chronic bone disease with no obvious symptoms in the early stage, but in the middle and late stages patients may face the risk of
disability or death from complications. So far, there is no particularly effective therapy method to restore the lost bone mineral and weakened bone
microstructure induced by osteoporosis to the original level, but it can be treated and relieved by diet, drugs, exercise, etc. Therefore, early diagnosis and
treatment of osteoporosis are important.
The most serious consequence of osteoporosis are fragility fractures. The change of BMD can only be regarded as one reasonable indicator of osteoporotic
fractures. Nevertheless, bone strength that can describe the ability of bone to resist external force without fractures should be more appropriate as the
evaluation standard for the diagnosis and treatment of osteoporosis [24]. Bone structural parameters are important parameters reflecting bone strength.
Traditional bone biopsy and many studies compared changes in bone microstructural parameters to evaluate and explain osteoporosis and its therapeutic
effects. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to establish a bone strength prediction model by fusing more bone microstructural features in addition to bone
mass to achieve more efficient and accurate bone strength assessment. Swimming is a good systemic aerobic exercise with proper exercise intensity, which
can avoid accidental injuries and fractures caused by strenuous exercise such as running. Previous studies had confirmed that swimming had a certain
alleviation effect on osteoporosis, and different intensity of swimming exercises had different therapeutic effects on osteoporosis. Therefore, this experiment
adopted the method of swimming training for osteoporotic rats with different intensities to build multilevel bone strength rat models to increase the richness
of samples and further studied the regional difference of trabecular bone structure on this basis.
Like previous studies, swimming could treat osteoporosis. The mechanism of treatment was to improve bone strength by improving bone microstructure [25,
26]. Secondly, the change trend of bone microstructure of femoral head, distal femur and lumbar vertebrae was the same after swimming therapy. It was
confirmed that swimming had an effect on the bone tissues of femoral head, distal femur and lumbar vertebrae, but different sites had different sensitivity to
treatment. When selecting BV/TV, BS/TV, Tb.Sp, Tb.N as the evaluation indices, the changes of the distal femur were the most sensitive, followed by the
femoral head, and finally the lumbar vertebrae. When SMI was selected as the evaluation index, the changes of femoral head were the most sensitive. On the
one hand, it confirmed the spatial differences of trabecular bone structure, which was consistent with the results of Sode M, et al [27, 28]. On the other hand, it
also showed that this spatial difference in trabecular structure, and the difference in the sensitivity of different sites to treatment may make the diagnosis and
efficacy evaluation results of osteoporosis different when selecting different measurement sites. The results of this study suggested that the femur (especially
the distal part) was more sensitive to the changes after swimming exercise, and it might be more suitable to be used in the diagnosis and evaluation of
osteoporosis than the lumbar femur. This conclusion was consistent with the previous studies of another group [29].
Compared with the traditional micro-CT, the scanning speed of synchrotron radiation is very fast, which is very suitable for experiments with large number of
samples. With higher resolution and contrast, the obtained bone microstructure is clearer, and the quantification of structural parameters is more accurate.
Finite element analysis can noninvasively simulate a variety of force conditions on the human body. In this study, we selected nine bone microstructure
parameters commonly used as input variables and used five-fold cross-validation to select the optimal parameters to establish a bone strength prediction
model. Elastic net is a combination of ridge regression and lasso regression, which has the function of feature selection. Here, the elastic network finally
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selected five features including BV/TV, BS/BV, Tb.Sp, Tb.N, and SMI to build the predictive model. The statistical results showed that the larger BV/TV, the
larger BS/BV, the smaller Tb.Sp, the larger Tb.N, and the closer the SMI was to 0, the stiffness and fracture resistance ability of the bone would be greater. This
was consistent with the results of mechanical experiments previously published by our group [30]. In addition, combined with synchrotron radiation imaging
and in situ mechanical testing, we studied the force response of bone and found that cortical bone, especially osteocyte lacunae, played an important role in
the occurrence and development of fractures.
Our study has some limitations. This study was conducted on rats; the sample size of this experiment was relatively small. But even so, the results of the
experiment can be extended to humans to some certain extent, and the pro-posed bone strength assessment method can still provide assistance for animal
experiment research and efficacy evaluation of early osteoporosis.

Conclusion
This study combined synchrotron radiation imaging technology and FEA to evaluate bone quality at the trabecular level. The results showed that the selection
of a single index or selection of different measurement sites would have different effects on the final diagnosis or evaluation of the efficacy of osteoporosis.
In the aspect of measurement sites selection, the femur (especially the distal femur) may be more suitable for the diagnosis and efficacy evaluation of
osteoporosis than the lumbar vertebrae. In the aspect of bone strength assessment, the predictive model we built could approximately calculate the stiffness
of the trabecular bone in real time and avoid the limitations of FEA such as requiring large amount of calculation, being time-consuming, and difficult to apply
for doctors. It could improve the accuracy of bone strength prediction based on single prediction index and realize more efficient and accurate bone strength
prediction. With the development of imaging technology, this study is expected to be applied to the clinic, and lay the foundation for determining the
appropriate diagnosis and efficacy evaluation sites and exploring new bone quality evaluation criteria for osteoporosis.

Methods

Specimens
In this study, 24 female Sprague-Dawley rats, aged 3 months and weighing 210 ~ 280 g were used. According to previous studies, ovariectomy in female rats
can simulate the physiological state of bone loss caused by estrogen deficiency in postmenopausal women. Therefore, we performed bilateral ovariectomy on
rats to establish osteoporosis models [31]. Twenty-four rats were randomly divided into two groups: sham group (sham, n = 4) and ovariectomized group
(OVX, n = 20). In order to ensure the accuracy of the experimental results, we performed similar operations on the sham group, removing equalsized adipose
tissue near both ovaries instead of ovarian tissue. After the operation, all rats were placed in an isolation cage and cultivated for one week.
Swimming as a non-traumatic exercise, plays a very important role in the prevention and treatment of senile osteoporosis, especially in postmenopausal
women due to reduced estrogen secretion [25, 32, 33]. Therefore, in order to further study the regional difference of bone microstructure and explore the
sensitivity of different sites to therapy, we randomly divided the OVX group into five groups: non-exercise group (Control, n = 4), load-free exercise group (LFE,
n = 4), low-intensity exercise group (LIE, 3% body weight, n = 4), moderate-intensity exercise group (MIE, 6% body weight, n = 4) and high-intensity exercise
group (HIE, 9% body weight, n = 4). Each exercise group was treated with swimming exercise of different intensity for 8 weeks by binding the corresponding
weight of lead wire to the toot of tail, and the detailed experiment procedure can refer to our previous study [25]. After experiments, all rats were euthanized.
The fourth lumbar vertebrae and femurs were dissected, the surrounding soft tissue was removed, and then preserved in 10% formalin solution for subsequent
experiments.

Imaging Methods
We use synchrotron radiation imaging technology for bone microstructure research, which has the advantages of wide energy spectrum, high brightness and
high collimation, etc. Using synchrotron radiation computed tomography (SRCT) to scan the bones can obtain the structural characteristics without destroying
the sample, which has high accuracy and reproducibility for quantifying the bone microstructure.
The imaging experiment was performed at the BL13W x-ray imaging and biomedical application beamline station, Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(SSRF). The sample was fixed in a centrifuge tube of appropriate size and placed vertically on the sample stage, and then coaxial absorption imaging method
was used to scan the fourth lumbar vertebrae, femoral head and distal femur.After comprehensive trial tests, adjustments and effect comparison, the
experimental conditions were finally determined as follows: the beam energy is 26 keV, the object image distance is 11cm, the spatial resolution is 9 µm, the
exposure time of image acquisition is 0.5 s, and a total number of projection images in the range of 0 ~ 180 °for each sample is 1200. Before each sample
was scanned, 5 dark-field images without x-ray and 5 flat-field images with the x-ray but without sample were collected for background noise correction and
image nor-malization in the subsequent image reconstruction process. The tomography reconstruction is implemented by PITRE (the x-ray image processing
and projection reconstruction software provided by SSRF). The reconstruction algorithm selected the Gridrec algorithm.

Feature Extraction of Bone Microstructure
By extracting and calculating the bone microstructure parameters, we can qualitatively or quantitatively study the morphological changes of bone tissue,
which is important for the understanding the mechanism of bone loss and bone fragility in osteoporosis and evaluating the therapeutic effect.
The bone in the human body is mainly composed of two kinds of tissues: cortical bone distributed on the periphery and spongy cancellous bone interlaced by
trabeculae inside. Trabecular bone has a larger surface area and the metabolism rate is about 8 times that of cortical bone, and therefore it should be more
sensitive to the various stimuli that cause osteoporosis [33]. In principle, cancellous bone can display changes of bone loss earlier.
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Our study focused on cancellous bone of the L4 lumbar vertebrae, the femoral head, and the distal femoral. From the 3D reconstructed images, we first used
the OSTU algorithm to segment the bone tissue from the soft tissue and the background. Considering the regional variations of trabecular bone structure, we
selected a 100 × 100 × 60 pixels cylinder region of interest (ROI) in the cancellous bone of L4 lumbar vertebrae, femoral head and distal femur. The ROIs of the
same site were selected from the same anatomical location to ensure the comparability of the experiment. Finally, the bone microstructure analysis software
(CTAn) was used to extract and calculate the trabecular microstructure parameters of the selected ROIs.
The bone microstructure parameters extracted in this study include bone volume fraction (BV/TV), bone surface to volume ratio (BS/BV), bone surface area to
tissue volume ratio (BS/TV), trabecular number (Tb.N), trabecular thickness (Tb.Th), structural model index (SMI), trabecular separation (Tb.Sp), degree of
anisotropy (DA), and trabecular connection density (Conn.D). BV/TV can reflect the amount of bone, which is a comprehensive result of bone resorption and
bone reconstruction. Tb.Sp is an important parameter reflecting the degree of osteoporosis. SMI is a parameter to evaluate the morphology of trabeculae.
When SMI is close to 0, the bone structure is plate-shaped, and when SMI is close to 3, the bone structure is rod-shaped. SMI is closely related to the
mechanical properties of bone.

In-situ Mechanical Testing
Bone strength describes the ability of the bone to resist external force without fracture. Although bone microstructure imaging can reflect the changes of bone
structure information, its relationship with bone strength still further exploration. The best way to determine bone strength is to apply actual mechanical tests
on bones. Figure 10 is the stress-strain curve obtained by mechanical testing, through which information about strength, stiffness and other mechanical
properties of bone can be calculated.
To further explore the stress response of bone and the relationship between bone microstructure and bone strength, we conducted in-situ mechanical test
simultaneously with the imaging study on the synchrotron radiation BL13W station. The experimental setup was shown in Fig. 11. We embedded the distal
femur in polymethyl methacrylate and fixed the sample on the base of the testing machine to keep it vertical. Then we set the pressure head above the base of
the testing machine to compress the bone longitudinally at a speed of 50 mm/min until the bone was completely broken. During the compression process, we
scanned the bone sample and recorded the stress-strain curve during the whole process. Three samples were excluded from further analysis due to femoral
head defects or visible microcracks.

Finite element analysis
Mechanical test can obtain the structural and mechanical characteristics of bone. However, it is destructive and cannot be directly applied to the human body.
The finite element method (FEM) can estimate the biomechanical properties of bone noninvasively and has been widely used in orthopedic research [34, 35].
In the current study, we use the reconstructed structure from x-ray imaging as an input for the FEM analysis. Considering the high resolution of synchrotron
radiation images, the structure of 3D trabecular bone reconstructed from synchrotron radiation images is too complex for FEM analysis. Instead, we extracted
a total of 168 trabecular bone VOIs of the same size from the distal femur (n = 24), femoral head (n = 24) and L4 lumbar vertebrae (n = 24×5) for microscopic
finite element analysis and simulated the uniaxial compression experiment in vitro to calculate the stiffness of each trabecular bone. The process of FEM
analysis were shown in Fig. 12.
The specific procedure of finite element analysis was as follows:
1) the 3D structure of trabecular bone was reconstructed using Mimics 17.0 (Materialise.Inc. Plymouth, MI, USA).
2). The model was imported into Geomagic Studio 2013 (Geomagic Inc., NC, USA) in .stl format for model optimization, including operations such as deleting
nails, filling holes, smoothing surfaces, etc.
3) The optimized model was imported into 3-matic7.0 (Materialise. Inc., Plymouth, MI, USA) and appropriate mesh parameters were selected to generate the
volume mesh.
4) The mesh model was imported into Abaqus 6.14 (Dassault Systemes Americas Corp, Waltham, MA, USA) for material property assignment. The bone
elastic modulus there was set to 0.9 Gpa, and the Poisson’s ratio to 0.3 [36].
5) The bottom of the model was fixed, and a downwards uniaxial compressive load was applied on the top of the model with a magnitude of 5N. This uniaxial
compression experiment was simulated, and from which the stiffness of the model could be calculated.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analysis was performed using R software. One-way ANOVA with Shapiro-Wilk normality test and Levene variance homogeneity test were
conducted to determine the bone microstructure parameters with significant differences between groups. For parameters with p < 0.05, Dunnett test was used
to determine the statistical difference between the experimental group and the control group. The percentage changes of these parameters based on the
control group in different regions (femoral head, distal femur, lumbar vertebrae) were also compared.

Bone strength prediction model
We determined the stiffness of each trabecular bone through finite element analysis and used the bone microstructure parameters as the input of a machine
learning model, and then trained the machine learning model to learn the relationship between structural features and the stiffness calculated using the finite
element model. The modeling process was divided into four steps:
1) multivariate regression with elastic net regularization was used to create and train models with different features.
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2) 5 fold nested cross-validation was conducted to determine the best parameters of the model and evaluate the generalization ability of the model.
3) The quality of the model was evaluated by determining coefficient of determination (R2) and root mean square error (RMSE).
4) Consistency analysis of the two methods of calculating bone strength based on model prediction and FEA was conducted by bland-Altman diagram.
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Tables
Table 1 Bone microstructure parameters of different sites(femoral head, lumbar vertebrae and distal femur)

Group

BV/TV(%)

BS/BV(mm-1)

BS/TV(1/mm)

Tb.Th (103mm)

Tb.N (mm-1)

Tb.Sp (103mm)

SMI

DA

Conn

Femoral head
Sham

47.77±0.88**

29.19±1.34

13.94±0.48***

106.57±5.78

4.49±0.19***

116.97±4.24 **

0.23±0.21***

1.75±0.11

54.25±10.8

Control

34.98±5.81

31.51±4.72

10.82±0.50

109.73±12.40

3.17±0.21

157.03±7.49

1.24±0.16

1.80±0.30

29.25±6.18

LFE

41.22±0.69

29.81±2.46

12.28±1.04

116.19±6.73

3.55±0.19

132.79±11.75

1.04±0.09

1.55±0.12

49.33±16.0

LIE

41.74±1.33

29.80±2.59

12.46±1.31

112.50±6.68

3.72±0.25

129.29±18.55

0.99±0.49

1.88±0.12

48.00±23.9

MIE

44.92±4.78*

28.76±3.00

12.82±0.50*

114.42±10.66

3.92±0.08**

125.40±10.85 *

0.45±0.22**

1.53±0.26

53.75±18.8

HIE

43.33±6.48

28.21±2.53

12.11±0.88

114.97±7.30

3.76±0.39*

136.42±13.58

0.53±0.28 *

1.52±0.18

43.75±5.38

Lumbar vertebra
Sham

29.97±3.70*

39.21±4.02

11.72±1.58*

80.21±8.46

3.77±0.62*

158.13±22.01
*

0.70±0.27*

2.21±0.11

32.50±13.6

Control

20.55±2.07

42.11±4.07

8.60±0.33

83.91±3.15

2.64±0.10

198.13±4.50

1.38±0.15

2.14±0.16

18.67±7.23

LFE

24.39±4.52

39.72±3.55

9.57±0.93

82.45±5.34

2.94±0.37

185.27±15.57

1.25±0.32

2.28±0.42

20.25±6.65

LIE

25.39±1.22

38.62±1.40

9.80±0.49

84.60±3.67

3.01±0.19

181.98±4.54

1.19±0.13

2.02±0.13

23.00±3.16

MIE

26.09±2.31

39.61±2.33

10.31±0.67

83.49±6.83

3.13±0.14

168.05±14.08

1.25±0.26

2.10±0.17

26.00±5.48

HIE

23.87±5.24

38.63±2.54

9.12±1.36

83.91±3.15

2.83±0.53

193.47±22.92

1.21±0.29

2.17±0.26

17.00±6.22

Distal femur
Sham

15.16±3.10

56.92±5.78

8.50±0.91**

66.62±6.50

2.26±0.25**

182.48±10.78**

2.05±0.10

1.84±0.26

19.50±5.74

Control

6.99±1.13

52.29±6.19

3.62±0.16

74.31±9.56

0.94±0.03

324.52±14.53

2.40±0.03

2.09±0.28

6.00±4.24

LFE

12.40±1.35

47.90±2.73

5.92±0.50

83.36±6.34

1.49±0.13

249.72±32.28

2.36±0.19

2.03±0.40

18.25±3.10

LIE

12.90±4.41

47.07±3.12

5.99±1.86

80.64±6.34

1.58±0.46

251.89±58.44

2.21±0.06

2.39±0.99

19.75±8.54

MIE

16.00±2.71 *

44.39±4.91

7.03±0.77

85.19±8.68

1.79±0.21

212.79±21.54 *

2.27±0.19

1.84±0.14

18.75±4.43

HIE

13.42±4.09

46.05±3.24

6.15±1.78

84.61±8.11

1.59±0.45

233.03±35.02

2.24±0.09

1.92±0.24

14.75±10.9

Table 2 Comparison of the results of each model

R2

RMSE

BV/TV(%)

0.667

0.142

BS/BV(1/mm)

0.497

0.174

BS/TV(1/mm)

0.612

0.153

Tb.Th(10-3mm)

0.276

0.209

Tb.N(1/mm)

0.655

0.144

Tb.Sp(10-3mm)

0.509

0.172

SMI

0.592

0.157

DA

0.064

0.237

Conn

0.233

0.215

Elastic net

0.774

0.110
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Figure 1
SRCT reconstruction images of different sites: (a) the lumbar vertebra, (b) the distal femur, (c) the femur head

Figure 2
SRCT reconstruction images of femoral head in each group: (a)sham group, (b) control group, (c) LFE group, (d) LIE group, (E) MIE group, (f) HIE group
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Figure 3
The percentage changes of bone microstructure parameters before and after ovariectomy

Figure 4
Compared with the control group, the percentage changes of bone microstructure parameters in LFE, LIE, MIE and HIE Groups. (a) BV/TV, (b)BS/TV, (c) Tb.N,
(d) Tb.Sp, (e)SMI
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Figure 5
The Linear regression model between bone microstructure parameters and failure load
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Figure 6
Initiation and propagation of microcracks in the cross section of the femur

Figure 7
The correlation coefficient matrix heatmap between the bone microstructure parameters and the predicted bone strength
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Figure 8
A scatter plot of the stiffness calculated by the model and the stiffness calculated by FEA on the test set
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Figure 9
Bland-Altman analysis of predicted bone stiffness by FEA and Elastic net model
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Figure 10
stress-strain curve. OA: the elastic deformation stage, the slope of the curve in this stage is stiffness (Young's modulus); A’: elastic limit; AB: the plastic
deformation stage; B: the yield point, which is an important index of plastic materials; BC: the strengthening stage; C’:: ultimate strength
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Figure 11
The setup of in-situ mechanical testing

Figure 12
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The process of finite element analysis: (a) three-dimensional finite element model established based on SRCT; (b) boundary condition of finite element
analysis
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